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Sarp Aksel, M.D 

M.D.:  Albert Einstein College of Medicine

B.S.:  Cornell University

I chose to stay at Einstein for residency because I knew first-hand the type of OB/GYNs the program trained:
confident, competent and resourceful leaders in the field. From day one, this program has given me the opportunity
to learn from renowned faculty and to care for an underserved, vulnerable population while simultaneously enjoying

life as a resident of the greatest city in the world. We have a unique population that we serve, and a unique bond with each other in
our program. It was those relationships on both ends of clinical care that drew me to and kept me at Einstein. 

  
 Moona Arabkhazaeli, M.D. 

M.D.:  University of Michigan

B.S.:  University of Wisconsin

Einstein encompassed everything I was looking for in a residency program - a commitment to serving an under-
served patient population, exposure to diverse disease processes, and strong global health and research
opportunities. As a bonus, on my interview day I was welcomed by warm faculty and residents who seemed

supportive of one another and excited about their institution. Making Einstein my number one choice was a no-brainer. 

  
 Stewart Barlow, M.D. 

M.D.:  Sackler School of Medicine

M.S.:  Georgetown University

B.S.:  University of Utah

I wanted to train at Einstein because of the environment. I loved the idea of having large class of residents to enjoy
New York city with, while working hard for one of the most high risk obstetrician populations in the country. Residency at Einstein
will prepare you for whatever you want to do in obstetrics gynecology. 

  
 Sandolsam Cha, M.D. 

M.D.:  Geisel School of Medicine at Dartmouth

B.A.:  Macalester College

People at Einstein truly have a passion to serve the underserved. I chose Einstein in order to learn from faculty and
fellow residents who share this passion. Having that mentorship is a foundational aspect of what it means to be a
good physician. I also deeply share Einstein's vision in academic and sustainable women's global health -

structured experiences that take an extra step in capacity-building and relationship-building efforts abroad, in which healthcare
providers across very different settings are partners in improving maternal morbidity and mortality globally. That is what I envision
myself doing in my career and I believe Einstein is the right place in nurturing and further developing this goal.  
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